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CONCLUSION 

 

CONCLUSION 

 War has taught us millions of experiences about not to start a war. However, 

miscalculation, misinterpretation and another disorganized system led human race into another 

war. Ghost Fleet is an example about the disorganization of every system in international affair 

between USA and China that lead to decreasing of humanity caused by war. This research, the 

writer gave an example about the strategy carried by USA and China to win the war by using Sun 

Tzu’s Art of War. The role of Sun Tzu’s Art of War as the catalyst in this research proofed as an 

effective blade to choose which one is the best to mention as force and strategy. Starting from the 

6 constant power by Sun Tzu, the research found that there was a rotation of role that lead USA 

Army acted as China’s by using Guerilla Warfare and China used a brand-new strategy and 

technology due to heavy loss by USA in Pearl Harbor and the intention of China. 

  The clash between USA and China led both sides into creating a strategy to win the war. 

as it stated by Giles, by knowing your enemy weaknesses is the key to achieved victory 

(Giles,2001:23) both side have shown that they knew each weaknesses they possessed and their 

enemy’s weaknesses so whatever it takes, both USA and China raced them self to create the best 

strategy to win the war. The best strategy was carried by both USA and China it is because in real 

life both USA and China have their own characteristic especially in military aspect such as USA 

is well known with their technology but in Ghost Fleet, they used Guerilla Warfare which is the 

iconic strategy use by China in real life. In fact, China has the better technology than USA in Ghost 



Fleet during the battle in Pearl Harbor, marching in Oahu Mountain and the last is space campaign 

where China used Tiangong as their weapon to strike US space satellite.  

SUGESTION   

 This research discusses only about the war strategy used by both USA and China in 

Singer’s Ghost Fleet based on Sun Tzu’s Art of War. The writer suggests to look on another part 

if the reader want to do a research on Ghost Fleet or Sun Tzu’s Art of War such as the intrinsic 

part of Ghost Fleet or politic relation based on Ghost Fleet or Sun Tzu’s Art of War. In the end, it 

is necessary for the reader to knows and maybe apply Sun Tzu’s Art of War as the method for 

balancing life because Art of War is not just about how we fight the war but it is to balancing the 

life. Ghost Fleet also is an example on how every country all over to world to not spread the fire 

of war because it only causes harm to human and nature. Ghost Fleet is an inspiration to not make 

another bruise upon earth because if that happens in real life, nuclear war is going to be a reality 

which is too terrible for humanity and nature. 

 


